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Abstract. We show how to construct practical honest-verifier statistical zero-knowledge Diophantine arguments of knowledge (HVSZK AoK)
that a committed tuple of integers belongs to an arbitrary language in
bounded arithmetic. While doing this, we propose a new algorithm for
computing the Lagrange representation of nonnegative integers and a
new efficient representing polynomial for the exponential relation. We
apply our results by constructing the most efficient known HVSZK AoK
for non-negativity and the first constant-round practical HVSZK AoK
for exponential relation. Finally, we propose the outsourcing model for
cryptographic protocols and design communication-efficient versions of
the Damgård-Jurik multi-candidate voting scheme and of the LipmaaAsokan-Niemi (b + 1)st-price auction scheme that work in this model.
Keywords. Arguments of knowledge, Diophantine complexity, integer
commitment scheme, statistical zero knowledge.
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Introduction

A set S ⊂ ZZ n is called Diophantine [Mat93], if it has a representing polynomial
RS ∈ ZZ[X; Y ], X = (X1 , . . . , Xn ) and Y = (Y1 , . . . , Ym ), such that µ ∈ S
iff for some witness ω ∈ ZZ m , RS (µ; ω) = 0. A seminal result of Matiyasevich
from 1970 states that every recursively enumerable set is Diophantine. It has
?
been an open question since [AM76], whether D = NP, where D is the class
of sets S that have representing polynomials RS , such that µ ∈ S iff for some
polynomially long witness ω ∈ ZZ m , RS (µ; ω) = 0. One is also tempted to ask a
?

similar question PD = P about the “deterministic” version of class D, the class
PD that contains such languages for which the corresponding polynomially-long
witnesses can be found in polynomial time. The gap in our knowledge in such
questions is quite surprising; this is maybe best demonstrated by the recent proof
of Pollett that if D ⊆ co-NLOGTIME then D = NP [Pol03].
In this paper we take a more practice oriented approach. Namely, we are
interested in the sets S with sub-quadratic (i.e., with length, sub-quadratic in the
length of the inputs) witnesses. We propose representing polynomials with subquadratic , polynomial-time computable, witnesses for a practically important,
although relatively small, class L2 of languages of bounded arithmetic. (This

class of languages includes many arithmetic and number-theoretic relations like
[µ3 = max(µ1 , µ2 )], but also relations like [µ2 is the ith bit of µ1 ]. ) For this,
we demonstrate that the exponential relation has a representing polynomial
with polynomial-time computable sub-quadratic-length witnesses. This improves
somewhat on the previous best result of [AM76]; differently from the latter,
we will also give a self-contained proof of this result, and provide a precise
complexity analysis. Our next contribution is a new algorithm for finding, given
a positive integer µ, such integers (ω1 , . . . , ω4 ) that µ = ω12 + · · · + ω42 . This
algorithm improves on the Rabin-Shallit algorithm [RS86].
While representing polynomials with short witnesses have independent interest in complexity theory [AM76], our work on this topic was motivated by
cryptographic applications. Given an integer commitment scheme [FO99,DF02]
with efficient arguments of knowledge for additive and multiplicative relations,
one can argue (by using the methodology from [FO99]) in honest-verifier statistical zero-knowledge (HVSZK) that f (µ) = 0, where µ is a tuple of committed
integers. By following this methodology, one can design efficient argument systems for several important cryptographic problems. However, there has been no
previous formal treatment of what happens if one extends this methodology (at
least not when coupled with an integer commitment scheme) so as to enable the
demonstration of knowledge of an auxiliary witness ω, for which f (µ; ω) = 0.
A natural requirement here is that if the arguer convinces the verifier that she
knows such an ω, the verifier will also be convinced that µ ∈ S where f = RS is
the representing polynomial of S.
Thus, by using well-known cryptographic tools, one can construct
polynomial-length three-round HVSZK arguments of knowledge that µ ∈ S for
any S ∈ D. However, these arguments can only be executed if the arguer knows
the corresponding witness. If there is a polynomial-time algorithm to compute
the witness from µ (that is, S ∈ PD), then one will be able to argue that µ ∈ S
for an arbitrary µ ∈ S. If, additionally, the corresponding witnesses are subquadratic (as they are when S ∈ L2 ) then by using the described methodology
one can often improve upon previously known arguments of knowledge—either in
efficiency, or by basing the arguments on weaker security requirements: namely,
it is sufficient to require that the underlying integer commitment scheme is statistically hiding and computationally binding [FO99]. In particular, we use our
new algorithm for finding the representation µ = ω12 + · · · + ω42 to propose a new
argument of knowledge for non-negativity of the committed integer. Compared
to Boudot’s protocol for the same problem [Bou00], this argument is conceptually much simpler, somewhat shorter, and offers perfect completeness.
After that, we propose a general model for cryptographic protocols that involve social or financial choices (e.g., voting or auctions). In this model one can
implement any function from the class L2 (e.g., maximum-finding in the case of
auctions) by using sub-quadratic-length interaction. As [CGS97,DJ01,LAN02],
our model uses a certain encoding function enc of the social choices together
with a homomorphic public-key cryptosystem. As an example, in this model we

can construct an efficient minimal-disclosure voting protocol where the talliers
will only get to know the winning candidate.
Finally, we propose a few alternative constructions for the encoding function. Until now, one has mostly used the function enc(n) = an , where a is an
a priori fixed upper limit on the number of participants [CGS97,DJ01,LAN02].
We show that instead, one can use the function enc(n) = Za (n), where Za (n) is
the nth member of a certain Lucas sequence, to achieve otherwise exactly the
same properties as in [DJ01,LAN02] but with correctness arguments of length
Θ(max(k, m log a)), where k is the security parameter, a is the maximal number
of participants, and m is the number of possible social of financial choices (e.g.,
the number of different bids). This is Θ(log m) times more efficient than the protocols from [DJ01,LAN02]. We also propose an efficient algorithm for computing Za (n). Lucas sequences have definitely more applications in zero-knowledge
proofs or arguments than described in this paper. We also demonstrate another
approach that uses exponentiation as the encoding function.
Road-map. We introduce necessary preliminaries in Section 2. In Section 3, we
prove that languages in L2 have representing polynomials with sub-quadraticlength witnesses. In Section 4, we present a methodology that allows to apply our
HVSZK arguments-of-knowledge together with homomorphic cryptosystems to
a variety of cryptographic protocols. Finally, the appendix describes our simplifications and extensions to the Damgård-Fujisaki commitment scheme together
with a new and efficient argument system for nonnegativity.
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Preliminaries and Notation

We say that an algorithm f is efficient when f works in the probabilistic polynomial time with respect to the summatory length of its parameters; we denote
the set
P of efficient algorithms by EA. Let bit(x, i) denote the ith bit of x, i.e.,
x = i≥0 bit(x, i) · 2i . When D is a distribution (including the output distribution of some probabilistic algorithm) then x ← D denotes the choice of a random
element x according to D. We denote the uniform distribution over a set S also
by S; that is, x ← S means that x is chosen uniformly and randomly from S.
Bounded arithmetic. Bounded arithmetic is a first-order theory of the nat.
ural numbers with non-logical symbols 0, σ, +, ·, ≤, −, bx/2c, |x|, MSP(x, i)
and ]. The symbols 0, σ(x) := x + 1, +, ·, and ≤ have their usual meaning.
.
Other operations are defined as x − y := max(x − y, 0), |x| := blog2 (x + 1)c,
i
|x|·|y|
MSP(x, i) := bx/2 c and x]y := 2
. For our purposes we adapt a slightly
modified definition of bounded arithmetic where the underlying domain is ZZ
instead of IN. We denote by L2 the set of terms of the quantifier-free bounded
arithmetic (over ZZ).
One can express a large number of relations in L2 . Many familiar predicates
(like [µ1 > µ2 ], [µ is a perfect square], [µ2 = bit(µ1 , i)]) are known to belong to
L2 . They can be readily found from the literature.
Lucas sequences. All nonnegative integral solutions (x, y) of the equation x2 −
axy − y 2 = 1 are either equal to (Za (n + 1), Za (n)) or (Za (n), Za (n + 1)), n ≥ 0,

where Za (n) (that we mostly denote by a[[n]] ) can be computed by using the next
recurrent identities [Mat93]: Za (0) := 0, Za (1) := 1, and Za (n + 2) := aZa (n +
1) − Za (n) for n ≥ 0. Thus, {Za (n)}n∈IN is a Lucas sequence. Another important
property of Za (n) is that when a > 2 and n > 0 then (a − 1)n ≤ Za (n + 1) ≤ an .
The next variant of the Russian peasant algorithm can be used to efficiently
compute the pair (Za (n + 1), Za (n)):
Lemma 1. The next algorithm computes (Za (n+1), Za (n)) from (a, n) by doing
≈ 3 · log2 n two-variable multiplications in average:
1. ` := blog2 nc; z := 1; z 0 := 0
2. for i := ` downto 0 do
– t := z; if bit(n, i) = 1 then z := z(at − 2z 0 ); z 0 = t2 − z 02
else z := t2 − z 02 ; z 0 = z 0 (2t − az 0 );
0
3. Return (z, z ).
Proof. Follows from the identities Za (2n) = Za (n)(2Za (n + 1) − aZa (n)) =
Za (n)(aZa (n) − 2Za (n − 1)) and Za (2n + 1) = Za2 (n + 1) − Za2 (n).
u
t
While a similar O(log n)-time algorithm for Lucas sequences is described, for
example, in [JQ96], the algorithm presented there works for somewhat different
sequences and requires 4.5(log2 n + O(1)) multiplications. Log-time algorithms
for Lucas sequences have been known at least since [Wil82].
Arguments of knowledge. For bit-strings a and µ, and predicate Q(·), we
denote by AK(Q(a, µ)) a three-round honest-verifier statistical zero-knowledge
(HVSZK) two-party argument of knowledge (AoK) that given a value a (known
to both parties), the arguer knows an integer parameter µ, such that the predicate Q(a, µ) is true. We always denote the values, knowledge of which has to
be proved, by Greek letters; the scope of such variables lies within a single
AoK. The symbol ω will always denote an auxiliary witness. As an example,
AK(y = EK (µ; ρ) ∧ µ2 = ω) denotes a HVSZK AoK that given a ciphertext y
and a public key K, the arguer knows a plaintext µ and a randomness ρ such that
y = EK (µ; ρ) and µ is a perfect square. Our protocols will be AoK-s in the model
of Damgård and Fujisaki [DF02]. An important property of the zero-knowledge
arguments is that the verifier cannot extract (significant) additional information even if he is given infinite time. This makes AoK-s more attractive than
proofs of knowledge in applications where privacy of the arguer is paramount. A
HVSZK argument system can be made non-interactive by using the Fiat-Shamir
heuristic [FS86] in the random-oracle model. The converted argument is also secure against malicious verifiers. There exist alternative methods for converting
a HVSZK argument into a a full interactive zero-knowledge argument that do
not use random oracles. For the purpose of Fiat-Shamir heuristic, we introduce
a random oracle H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}2k .
Integer commitment schemes. A secure (in the sense of being statistically
hiding and computationally binding) integer commitment scheme C allows the
arguer A ∈ EA to commit to an integer m ∈ ZZ, so that (1) for uniform and random r1 , r2 and any m1 , m2 ∈ ZZ, the distributions CK (m1 ; r1 ) and CK (m2 ; r2 )

are statistically close; and (2) it is intractable for A to find m1 , m2 , r1 and r2 ,
such that m1 6= m2 but CK (m1 ; r1 ) = CK (m2 ; r2 ). Known integer commitment
schemes include [FO99,DF02]; the security of both integer commitment schemes
bases on some reasonable security assumptions that seem to be satisfied by class
groups and a large variety of the RSA groups. We will give a description of a
simplified Damgård-Fujisaki scheme in Appendix A. The main simplifications
are: (a) In revealing phase, it is sufficient for the committer to send the pair
(m, r) instead of the triple (m, r, b) and (b) The underlying root assumption
is modified to have the following, simpler, form: given random y, it is hard to
produce such (x, d, e) that y e = xde and e is reasonably small.
By using a secure integer commitment scheme, one can build an HVSZK
argument system for different relations between committed integers µi . In all
such argument systems, arguer and verifier have to fix, for every i, an a priori
upper bound Mi to input µi [FO99,DF02]. The argument system is guaranteed
to have the statistical zero-knowledge property only if |µi | < Mi . Therefore, in
such protocols the interaction length depends on log2 Mi , and thus it is beneficial
to precompute as precise values of Mi as feasible. Certainly it must be the case
that log2 Mi = k O(1) . Additionally, we will describe in Appendix A how to
commit to an integer tuple (and not just to an integer). The resulting integer
tuple commitment scheme can be used to construct more efficient arguments of
knowledge than the Damgård-Fujisaki commitment scheme by itself.
Diophantine complexity. Based on the earlier work of Davis, Putnam and
Robinson, Matiyasevich proved in 1970 [Mat70] that every recursively enumerable set is Diophantine (this important result is known as the DPRM theorem), solving thus negatively Hilbert’s tenth problem from year 1900. This
work on the Hilbert’s tenth problem has had many interesting consequences.
See [Mat93] for a representation of main results of this work and related history. In 1976, Adleman and Manders [AM76] proposed the next complexitytheoretic class D of sets: S ∈P
D iff therePexists a representing polynomial RS ,
such that µ ∈ S ⇐⇒ (∃ω)[| i ωj | = | i µi |O(1) ∧ RS (µ; ω) = 0]. Obviously,
D ⊆ NP. On the other hand, Adleman and Manders showed that several NPcomplete problems belong to the class D and, based on that, conjectured that
D = NP. Their conjecture was later implicitly supported by Jones and Matiyasevich [JM84] who proved that D = NP iff the set {(µ1 , µ2 ) : µ1 ≤2 µ2 } belongs
to D (Here, µ1 ≤2 µ2 iff bit(µ1 , i) ≤ bit(µ2 , i) for every i.) and by Pollet [Pol03],
who recently showed that when co-NLOGTIME ⊆ D then D = NP. The gap
between co-NLOGTIME and NP is wide and thus, as expected, not much is
known about the actual power of the class D.
In the following, let Mi be some a priori upper bound on the length of the
input µi and let Wj be a similar upper bound on the witness ωj that holds when
the lengths of the input µi never exceed the values Mi . Let M := maxi Mi and
W := maxj Wj ; note that the value W is a function of M and RS . Since the
number of witnesses m and the degree of the polynomial RS do not depend on
the input size M , the total size of inputs to the representing polynomial will be
Θ(M + W ). Now, S ∈ D if for some representing polynomial RS , W = M O(1)

and therefore, the Adleman-Manders conjecture says that S ∈ NP iff for some
polynomial RS , µ ∈ S ⇐⇒ (∃ω)[RS (µ; ω) = 0 ∧ W = M O(1) ].
In the standard definition of Diophantine sets [Mat93] only nonnegative witnesses are admitted. The classes D and PD do not change when we modify
their definitions to allow negative integer witnesses, since µ ∈ S ⇐⇒ (∃ω, ω 0 ∈
0
0
INm
0 )[RS (µ; ω1 − ω1 , . . . , ωm − ωm ) = 0]. On the other hand, if S has a represent0
ing polynomial RS (µ; ω) with nonnegative witnesses, then S can be represented
P4
P4
P4
P4
2
, . . . , i=1 µ2mi ); the latter follows from
by R0S ( i=1 µ21i , . . . , i=1 µ2ni ; i=1 ω1i
a classical theorem of Lagrange (see also Thm. 2). For convenience, we will implicitly assume that all the variables belong to ZZ (and not to IN0 ).
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Bounded Arithmetic is in PD

First, let us introduce a new complexity class PD that is a Diophantine analogue
of P. Namely, we say that S ∈ PD iff there is a polynomial RS ∈ ZZ[X],
such that (1) there exists an efficient witness algorithm PS ∈ EA, such that if
µ ∈ S then RS (µ; PS (µ)) = 0; (2) if µ 6∈ S then for any ω with |ω| = |µ|O(1) ,
RS (µ; ω) 6= 0. Recently, Pollett proved that all sets in L2 belong to D [Pol03].
We extend this to a proof that all sets in L2 belong to PD.
Theorem 1. All L2 -terms belong to PD, with W = M 2−ε for ε > 0.
Proof. To show that L2 -terms belong to PD, we will first show that all nonlogical basic relations of bounded arithmetic belong to PD. Thereafter, we show
how to implement the Boolean operators that connect them by using induction
on the structure of formulas. Clearly, the first four basic non-logical symbols (0,
σ, +, ·) have representing polynomials with no auxiliary witnesses. (For example,
the predicate [µ2 = σ(µ1 )] is represented by the polynomial RS (µ1 , µ2 ) = µ2 −
µ1 − 1.) The representing polynomial for ≤ can be constructed by using the
representing polynomial for non-negativity, see Thm. 2.
The Boolean operators ∧, ∨ and ¬ can be dealt with as follows. Let
S, S 0 ∈ PD have representing polynomials RS and RS 0 and witness algorithms
PS and PS 0 . Then RS∪S 0 (µ; ω, ω 0 ) = RS (µ; ω) · RS 0 (µ; ω 0 ), RS∩S 0 (µ; ω, ω 0 ) =
RS (µ; ω)2 + RS 0 (µ; ω 0 )2 and PS∪S 0 (µ) = PS∩S 0 (µ) = (PS (µ), PS 0 (µ)). Therefore, if S1 ∈ X then also S1 ∪ S2 , S1 ∩ S2 ∈ X for X ∈ {D, PD}. One
can establish that ¬P (·) belongs to PD by induction, assuming that P (·) belongs to PD and then studying the case of every possible main connective
of P separately. (This can introduce some new witnesses.) As an example,
[µ1 6= µ2 ] ≡ [(µ1 < µ2 ) ∨ (µ2 > µ1 )].
.
Three of the remaining operations can now be defined as [µ3 = µ1 − µ2 ] ≡
[((µ1 − µ2 = µ3 ) ∧ (µ1 ≥ µ2 )) ∨ (µ3 = 0 ∧ µ1 < µ2 )], [µ2 = bµ1 /2c] ≡ [(µ1 =
2ω1 ) ∨ (µ1 = 2ω1 + 1)] and [µ2 = MSP(µ1 , i)] ≡ [(µ1 = 2i · µ2 + ω ∧ ω ∈
[0, 2i − 1])]. Note that only the last three operations need a nonempty witness
ω, with W = O(M ). That [µ3 = µµ1 3 ] is in PD follows from Thm. 3. Finally,
[µ2 = |µ1 |] ≡ [ω1 = 2µ2 ∧ ω1 ≤ 2(µ1 + 1) ∧ (µ1 + 1) < ω1 ]. Thus, [µ3 = µ1 ]µ2 ] ≡
[(ω1 = |µ1 |) ∧ (ω2 = |µ2 |) ∧ (µ3 = 2ω1 ·ω2 )]. The theorem follows from Thm. 3,

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for computing an Lagrange representation µ = ω12 +
ω22 + ω32 + ω42 , ω ← Lagrange(µ)
1. Write µ in the form µ = 2t (2k + 1), where t, k ≥ 0.
2. If t = 1, then
p
√
(a) Choose random ω1 ≤ µ, ω2 ≤ µ − ω12 , such that exactly one of ω1 , ω2 is
even. Let p ← µ − ω12 − ω22 . Now p ≡ 1 (mod 4).
(b) Hoping that p is prime, try to express p = ω32 + ω42 as follows: First, find a
solution u to the equation u2 ≡ −1 (mod p). Apply the Euclidean algorithm
√
to (u, p), take the first two remainders that are less than p to be ω3 and ω4 .
2
2
If p 6= ω3 + ω4 , p was not prime, so go back to step 2a.
(c) Return (ω1 , . . . , ω4 , ) as the representation.
3. If t is odd but not 1, find a representation (ω1 , . . . , ω4 ). Return (sω1 , . . . , sω4 ),
where s = 2(t−1)/2 .
4. If t is even, find a representation ω12 + ω22 + ω32 + ω42 for 2(2k + 1) by step 2. Then
convert this to a representation for (2k +1) as follows: Group ω1 , ω2 , ω3 , ω4 so that
ω1 ≡ ω2 (mod 2) and ω3 ≡ ω4 (mod 2). Return (s(ω1 + ω2 ), s(ω1 − ω2 ), s(ω3 +
ω4 ), s(ω3 − ω4 )), where s = 2t/2−1 .

that, together with Thm. 2, will finish this proof when we note that by induction
on the length of formulas, all terms of L2 have witnesses of sub-quadratic length,
W = M 2−o(1) .
u
t
Next, we show that non-negativity and exponential relation have representing
polynomials with sub-quadratic W . These results are novel in the following sense.
First, in the proof of non-negativity we propose a slightly more efficient witness
algorithm, compared to the prior art. Our system of Diophantine equations for
the exponential relation, on the other hand, has substantially shorter witnesses
compared to what was known previously for this relation [AM76].
Theorem 2. An integer µ can be represented as µ = ω12 + ω22 + ω32 + ω42 with
integer ωi iff µ ≥ 0. Moreover, if µ ≥ 0 then the corresponding representation
(ω1 , ω2 , ω3 , ω4 ) can be computed efficiently by using Algorithm 1.
Proof. First, no P
negative integer is a sum of four squares. Second, if µ ≥ 0, µ can
4
decomposed as i=1 ωi2 by a well-known result of Lagrange from 1770. Rabin
and Shallit [RS86] proposed a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm for computing the witnesses ωi . The new Algorithm 1 is somewhat more efficient, due to
the pairing of the Rabin-Shallit algorithm with the well-known Cornacchia algorithm from 1908 [Coh95, Section 1.5.2] that, given a prime p ≡ 1 (mod 4), finds
a pair (ω3 , ω4 ), such that p = ω32 + ω42 . (To compare, the original Rabin-Shallit
algorithm used the full Euclidean algorithm over Gaussian integers, while Cornacchia’s algorithm uses the partial Euclidean algorithm over integers). Finally,
square root of −1 modulo p can be found efficiently.
u
t
Exponential Relation is in PD. For a long time, finding a representing polynomial for the exponential relation was the last open issue in the solution of

the Hilbert’s 10th problem [Mat93]. Matiyasevich was the first to describe an
explicit representing polynomial for the exponential relation. Alternative polynomial were later found in [Dav73,JSWW76], but none of these polynomials is
really practical for our purposes due to at least cubic-length witnesses. However,
Adleman and Manders showed in 1976 [AM76] that when one allows exponentially long witnesses when x 6∈ S then the polynomial proposed in [MR75] can
be modified to have sub-quadratic-length witnesses when x ∈ S.
Next, we construct a new representing polynomial that is slightly
more efficient than the one in [AM76]. Our proof bases on ideas
from [AM76,Mat93,Rob52]. To prove our result, we use crucially the next lemma
that is an analogue of Lemma VII from [AM76]. ([AM76, Lemma VII] was stated
for a different Lucas sequence, worked only when c < 2d, and guaranteed only
that either a < (2c)d or a ≥ cc .)
Lemma 2. Let (a, b, c, d) be any integers with c > d + 2 ≥ 2. If [(a2 − cab − b2 =
1) ∧ (0 ≤ a < b) ∧ (a ≡ d (mod c − 2))], then either (a, b) = (c[[d]] , c[[d+1]] ) and
a ≤ cd−1 , or (a, b) 6= (c[[d]] , c[[d+1]] ) and a ≥ (c − 1)d+c−3 .
Proof. Let (a, b, c, d) be such integers. Since [(a2 − cab − b2 = 1) ∧ (0 ≤ a < b)],
then (a, b) = (c[[x]] , c[[x+1]] ) for some x ∈ IN0 . Since e[[f ]] ≡ f (mod e − 2) for
any e, f [Mat93], [a ≡ d (mod c − 2)] guarantees that x ≡ d (mod c − 2). Since
c > d + 2, then (a, b) = (c[[d+k(c−2)]] , c[[d+k(c−2)+1]] ) for some k ≥ 0. If x = d then
a = c[[d]] ≤ cd−1 . On the other hand, if x 6= d then a ≥ c[[d+(c−2)]] ≥ (c − 1)d+c−3 .
u
t
Theorem 3. Assume µ1 > 1, µ3 > 0 and µ2 > 2. The exponential relation
[µ3 = µµ1 2 ] belongs to PD. More precisely, let E(µ1 , µ2 , µ3 ) be the next equation:
[(∃ω1 , ω2 , ω3 , ω4 , ω5 , ω6 )(∃b ω7 , ω8 )]
[(ω2 = ω1 µ1 − µ21 − 1) ∧ (ω2 − µ3 − 1 ≥ 0)∧
(µ3 − (µ1 − ω1 )ω7 − ω8 = ω2 ω3 )) ∧ (ω1 − 2 ≥ 0)∧

(E1 − E2)
(E3 − E4)

((ω1 − 2)2 − (µ1 + 2)(ω1 − 2)ω5 − ω52 = 1)∧
(ω1 − 2 = µ2 + ω6 (µ1 + 2)) ∧ (ω7 ≥ 0) ∧ (ω7 < ω8 )∧

(E5)
(E6 − E8)

(ω72 − ω1 ω7 ω8 − ω82 = 1) ∧ (ω7 = µ2 + ω4 (ω1 − 2)] ,

(E9 − E10)

where “∃b ” signifies a bounded quantifier in the following sense: if µ3 = µµ1 2
then E(µ1 , µ2 , µ3 ) is true with W = Θ(µ22 log µ1 ) = o(M 2 ). On the other hand,
if µ3 6= µµ1 2 then either E(µ1 , µ2 , µ3 ) is false, or it is true but the intermediate
witnesses ω7 and ω8 have length Ω(µ3 log µ3 ), which is equal to Ω(2M · M ) in
the worst case.
(Note that 16 additional witnesses are needed in four inequalities. For the sake
of simplicity we will not enlist all of them.)
Proof. Denote the ith conjuctive subformula of E by Ei. We will proceed by
showing that the required witnesses are ω1 ← (µ1 + 2)[[µ2 +1]] + 2, ω2 ← ω1 µ1 −

[[µ ]]

[[µ +1]]

µ21 − 1, ω3 ← (µ3 − (µ1 − ω1 )ω1 2 − ω1 2 )/ω2 , ω4 ← (ω8 − µ2 )/(ω1 − 2),
[[µ ]]
[[µ +1]]
ω5 ← (µ1 + 2)[[µ2 +2]] , ω6 ← (ω1 − 2 − µ2 )/(µ1 + 2), ω7 ← ω1 2 and ω8 ← ω1 2 .
Really, let
µ
¶
µ [[r+1]]
¶
a −1
a
−a[[r]]
Ba :=
, then Bar =
1 0
a[[r]] −a[[r−1]]
for any a and r. For an ω1 that we will fix later, let ω2 := ω1 µ1 − µ21 − 1, i.e.,
assume that E1 holds. Then, (µ1 , 1)> is an eigenvector of Bω1 modulo ω2 , with
eigenvalue µ1 , since Bω1 · (µ1 , 1)> = (ω1 µ1 − 1, µ1 )> ≡ (µ21 , µ1 )> = µ1 · (µ1 , 1)>
(mod ω2 ). Therefore,
! µ ¶
Ã
µ ¶
µ ¶
[[µ ]]
[[µ +1]]
µ1
−ω1 2
µ1
µ1
ω1 2
µ2
µ2
·
= Bω1 ·
≡ µ1 ·
(mod ω2 ) .
[[µ2 −1]]
[[µ2 ]]
1
1
1
ω1
−ω1
[[µ ]]

[[µ −1]]

In particular, µ1 ω1 2 − ω1 2
≡ µµ1 2 (mod ω2 ). Now, as soon as µµ1 2 < ω2 , we
[[µ −1]]
[[µ ]]
≡ µµ1 2 (mod ω2 ))].
can write [µ3 = µµ1 2 ] ⇐⇒ [E2 ∧ (µ1 ω1 2 − ω1 2
µ2
One can guarantee that µ1 < ω2 by selecting ω1 , so that ω1 ≥ µ1µ2 −1 +µ1 +2.
To be able later to apply Lemma 2, it also must be the case that ω2 > µ2 +2. Since
µ1 > 1, we can choose ω1 ← (µ1 + 2)[[µ2 ]] + 2 ≥ (µ1 + 1)µ2 −1 + 2 ≥ µ1µ2 −1 + µ1 + 2.
Since µ1 > 0, we can invoke Lemma 2 with (a, b, c, d) = (ω1 − 2, ω5 , µ1 + 2, µ2 ).
Since here it suffices to show that ω1 − 2 = (µ1 + 2)[[µ2 +kµ1 ]] and ω5 = (µ1 +
2)[[µ2 +kµ1 +1]] for some k > 0, we are done by adding two verifications (E5 and
E6) from Lemma 2. (More precisely, here we one does not have to verify that
ω1 − 2 < ω5 .)
Now, due to the choice of ω1 , ω1 > (µ1 + 1)µ2 −1 + 2 ≥ µ2 + 2. Therefore,
Lemma 2 with inputs (a, b, c, d) = (ω7 , ω8 , ω1 , µ2 ) guarantees that after doing
the verifications (E7 − E10), one can be assured that one of the next two cases
[[µ ]]
[[µ +1]]
is true. First, (ω7 , ω8 ) = (ω1 2 , ω1 2 ). Then |ω7 | ≈ |ω8 | ≈ µ2 · |ω1 | ≈ µ22 ·
2
2
2
|µ1 | ≤ µ2 · |µ1 | < |M3 | < 2|M | . (Note that M ≈ µ2 |µ1 |.) Second, (ω7 , ω8 ) 6=
[[µ ]]
[[µ +1]]
(ω1 2 , ω1 2 ), but then |ω7 | ≥ |(ω1 − 1)ω1 −2 | ≈ ω1 |ω1 | ≈ µ1µ2 −1 · log2 µ1µ2 −1 ≥
µ3 · log2 µ3 ≈ 2M · M , which is exponential in the input size.
u
t
[[µ +1]]

The largest Z-function occurring in this lemma is ω8 = ω1 2
=
2
Z(µ1 +2)[[µ2 ]] +2 (µ2 + 1) ≤ Z(µ1 +2)µ2 −1 (µ2 + 1) ≤ (µ1 + 2)µ2 −µ2 . For comparison, [AM76] used an equation system from [MR75], where the largest ψ-function
(for a different Lucas sequence ψ) is ψ4µ2 µ1 (µ3 +1)+µ21 +2µ1 (µ2 + 1).
The cases µ1 ∈ [0, 1], µ3 = 0 and µ2 ∈ [0, 1, 2] can be handled trivially,
and therefore the exponential relation belongs to PD for any µ1 , µ2 , µ3 . One
application of this theorem is that an arbitrary Turing machine can be emulated by a slightly more efficient Diophantine Turing machine than it was known
before [AM76].

4

Cryptographic Applications

Diophantine Membership Arguments. Given a secure integer commitment
scheme with efficient HVSZK AoK-s for additive and multiplicative relations,

one can argue in HVSZK that any polynomial relation holds between a tuple of
committed integers [FO99]. That is, one can argue in HVSZK that p(µ) = 0 for
some fixed p ∈ ZZ[X], and a committed µ ∈ ZZ n .
We will expand the [FO99]-methodology as follows. When S ∈ D and the
arguer knows the witness, then by using an integer commitment scheme, she
can argue in HVSZK that she knows an auxiliary (suitably chosen) witness
ω, such that RS (µ; ω) = 0, where RS is again the representing polynomial of
S. This results in a what we call a Diophantine argument system AK(c1 =
CK (µ1 , . . . , µn ; ρ1 ) ∧ (µ1 , . . . , µn ) ∈ S).
The asymptotical communication complexity of the resulting Diophantine
argument system is Θ(W + M ), where the constant depends on the number of
parameters and witnesses, but also on the degree of RS and on the internal structure of RS . (For example, a Diophantine argument system for µ1 + µ2 = ω14 + ω22
requires a constant times more interaction than the one for µ1 = ω12 .) Thus, Diophantine argument systems with interaction M O(1) exist for all S ∈ D. In particular, an immediate corollary of the positive solution to the Adleman-Manders
conjecture NP = D is that every set S ∈ NP has a Diophantine HVSZK argument system with communication complexity M O(1) . However, there are two
practical considerations.
First, if (say) W = M Ω(2) then the resulting argument systems are asymptotically too long to have immediate applications in cryptography. As we also so
in this paper, finding representing polynomials RS with small W is a nontrivial
task, and it often needs breakthroughs in number theory.
Note also that quadratic length seems to be a reasonable metering point,
since for many interesting predicates one can build trivial quadratic-length zeroknowledge arguments (here and in the following, assume for the sake of simplicity
that the input length M is larger than the security parameter k). In such AoK-s,
one separately commits to every bit of the input, and then shows that the committed bits satisfy some Boolean formula. An immediate corollary of Theorem 1
is that one can build sub-quadratic-length HVSZK AoK-s for all languages from
L2 . Therefore, our AoK-s are an improvement upon such argument systems.
Second, if S ∈ D \ PD, the arguer cannot efficiently find the witness ω for
every relevant input µ. In such a case, the witness ω can be seen as a trapdoor information. However, this case is still relevant in certain cryptographic
applications. For example, the relation [“µ is composite”] ≡ [(∃y1 , y2 ≤ µ)[µ =
y1 y2 ∧ y1 > 1 ∧ y2 > 1]] does not have a witness algorithm, given that factoring
is hard. (The resulting argument system that a committed number is composite
can be compared to a more complex protocol by Poupard and Stern [PS00].) In
particular this means that D 6= PD, unless factoring is easy.
Note that to apply the previously described methodology, one needs to both
encrypt and commit all messages. Additionally, one needs to argue that that encrypted and committed messages are equal. This can be done straightforwardly
by using standard cryptographic tools. We finish the paper with concrete applications and protocols. There are definitely more applications than we mention

in the following. In particular, our methodology is not limited to the outsourcing
model.
Example: Efficient Range Proofs. A cryptographically important argument
system for IN0 (a partial list of potential applications to this argument system can be found in [Bou00], it includes electronic cash systems, verifiable encryption, group signatures, publicly verifiable secret sharing schemes and other
zero-knowledge protocols; more applications can be found in [LAN02] and in the
current paper) can be based on Theorem 2. Briefly, during this argument system,
the arguer first represents µ as µ = ω12 + ω22 + ω32 + ω42 (here, ω = (ω1 , . . . , ω4 )
is the witness). After that, she argues in HVSZK that she knows such a representation. Our argument system bases on the new integer tuple commitment
scheme. The full argument system is described in Appendix B. A non-interactive
version of such argument system is ≈ 1700 bytes long for realistic security parameters. This is slightly shorter than Boudot’s argument system [Bou00] for the
same problem. Additionally, our argument system is perfectly complete, while
Boudot’s argument system is not. A nice demonstration of the usefulness of the
new integer tuple commitment scheme (presented in Appendix A) is the fact
that this argument system has only ≈ 1.9 times larger non-interactive argument
than the original multiplication proof of Damgård and Fujisaki; this is achieved
by doing four squarings in parallel.
Outsourcing Model. A general setting in many cryptographic protocols (like
voting and auctions [LAN02]) involves a set of participants, an authority and possibly an impartial third party. The participants make social or financial choices
{vi }, encode them as {enc(vi )} by using some encoding function enc, and then
encrypt the resulting encodings by using a homomorphic public-key cryptosystem and third party’s public key, and send the results, together with an HVSZK
argument of correctness, to the authority. (Of course, we assume that all the
steps areQ
authenticated.) The authority
multiplies the ciphertexts and sends the
P
product i EK (enci (vi )) = EK ( i enc(v
P i )) to the third party. The third party
decrypts the result, obtains the sum i enc(vi ) and applies a decoding function
dec to obtain the vector e = (. . . , ej , . . . ), where ej can for example be the number of voters whose choice was j. The third party applies some function final to e,
and sends final(e) to the authority together with an zero-knowledge argument of
correctness that final(e) was correctly computed. The authority then broadcasts
final(e) and the argument of correctness to all participants.
As an example, final could be an identity function. Then this model will
implement a common voting process with an accountable third party. If final(e) =
j0 where ej0 = max ej , one could implement voting with minimal information
disclosure. Namely, the authority would only get to know the name of the winner.
To the best of our knowledge, there are no such efficient prior art voting schemes.
One can also implement the (b + 1)st-price auctions by choosing final(e) = j0 ,
where j0 is the (b + 1)st largest social choice [LAN02]. (This includes Vickrey
auctions, for example.)
In general, the “outsourcing” model enables one to construct secure and
extremely efficient voting (or auction) schemes with the only drawback that the

third party (but only she) will get to know the value of e. In particular, this
enables one to avoid threshold trust. See [LAN02] for a discussion why at least
in the auction scenario, the information leakage to the authority does not matter
but the property of not using threshold trust does. In the most common in the
real-world voting scenario, the vector e is meant to be leaked. Moreover, even
in the nation-wide elections, one does not really want to have threshold trust
between computers. Instead, it seems to be desirable—as show discussions with
the members of electorate committees—that the encoded and encrypted vector
e can be decrypted by using a single hardware-protected private key that can be
used only by the presence of several trusted entities and independent experts,
and will be destroyed as soon as some allocated period at the end of elections
(and all election-related legal discussions) have ended.
Now, final can be any function for which the predicate [y = final(x)] belongs
to PD. As we have shown, extremely efficient arguments are available when
final ∈ L2 . It is not known how to implement as efficiently so many different
schemes for such a broad variety of functions final in the model that involves
threshold trust but no third party like in [CGS97,DJ01]. In particular, no really
efficient (b + 1)st-price auctions are known in the threshold trust scenario.
Efficient Range Arguments in Exponents. The costliest part of the otherwise efficient Damgård-Jurik voting protocol from [DJ01] involves an argument
for AK(y = EK (enc(µ)) ∧ µ ∈ [0, h]) that is necessary to show that the votes
were encoded properly. We call this argument a range argument in exponents
(RAIE). An RAIE is also necessary in the auction protocol of [LAN02], both to
show that the bids were encoded correctly, and that the authority returns the
correct value of final(e). The proposed AoK-s from [DJ01,LAN02] have interaction Θ(max(k, m · log a) · log m)Θ(m · log a · log m), where a is an a priori fixed
upper bound to the number of participants, and m is the number of possible
social choices. (This follows from [LAN02, Section 8], when we assume that the
security parameter is approximately equal to m log a.)
The most efficient known RAIE [LAN02] has enc(µ) := (nextprime(a))µ
(where nextprime(a) is the smallest prime ≥ a) and results in a HVSZK
AoK with interaction length Θ(m · log a). We propose two different RAIE-s
that do not require computing the nextprime function. The first approach sets
enc(µ) := Za (µ + 1), where Za (µ) is the µth element in the familiar Lucas sequence, and results in a HVSZK AoK with interaction length Θ(m·log a). Application of Z instead of the exponentiation enables us to improve over the communication efficiency of the Damgård-Jurik multi-candidate voting scheme [DJ01]
and over the Lipmaa-Asokan-Niemi (b + 1)st-price auction scheme [LAN02] by a
factor of Θ(log m). Finally, we propose a Diophantine RAIE with enc(µ) := aµ
and interaction Θ(W + M ) = Θ(M 2−ε ) = Θ((m · log a)2−ε ).
First approach: Lucas sequences. The function a[[n]] = Za (n) is a suitable
replacement for exponentiation in the sense, intended in [DJ01,LAN02], since
n
n
(a − 1)
whenever a > 2 (This makes the constants ej in the
Pa ≤ Za (n) ≤ a P
sum
Z
(v
)
=
i=1 a+1 i
j ej Za+1 (j) unambiguous whenever
P vi ∈ [1, h], and
thus makes it possible to uniquely recover the vector e from
enc(ei ). However,

we must make the plausible assumption that a > 2, for a = 2 one has to use
another approach.), and that Za (n) can be computed in time O(log n). Most
importantly, one can very efficiently argue that the committed number µ belongs
to the set {a[[n]] : n ≥ 0 ∧ n = k O(1) } by using the representing polynomial
RS (µ; ω) = ω 2 − aµω − µ2 − 1. This must be accompanied by an AoK that
µ ∈ [l, h]. The length of a non-interactive version of this argument is ≈ 1200
bytes for realistic security parameters. A minor drawback of this solution is
that computing Za (n) requires about twice more resources than computing of
an without the function nextprime. (Also, in some solutions one cannot readily
substitute exponentiation with the function Z.) Note also that Za (n) is not the
unique Lucas sequence that satisfies all these conditions.
Second approach. Here, one would have enc(n) = an , as in [DJ01,LAN02].
The argument system from Thm. 2 is usually not more communication-efficient
than the protocols from [DJ01,LAN02], however, it is constant-round, which
may have advantages in some concrete applications. (Precise analysis omitted
due to the space constraints. Note that here we have the relation [µ2 = aµ1 ] for
a constant a, that allows us to improve on Thm. 3.)
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Extensions to Damgård-Fujisaki Integer Commitment
Scheme

Let Gen ∈ EA be a group generation algorithm that on the input 1k outputs
the description descr(G) of a finite Abelian group G. Apart from the usual assumptions (given D ∈ Σ ∗ , it is easy to verify that D ∈ Gen(1k ), easy to verify
whether some µ belongs to G for which D = descr(G), and easy to perform
group operations in G for which D = descr(G)), we require a few additional
assumptions.
First, one assumes that while the arguer knows a reasonably close upper
bound 2B > ord(G) to the order of G, B = BG , he does not know the order
itself. Let `(k) be polynomial in k. Another large number F = F (k) is chosen,
such that it is still feasible to factor numbers that are smaller than F (k). Say,
F (k) = O(k log k ). (In our calculations we will take F (k) = 280 when k = 1024.)
Based on the fundamental theorem of finite Abelian groups, one can write G as
G = U × H, where the order of U has only prime factors at most F (k) (we call
such numbers F (k)-smooth) and the order of H has prime factors larger than
F (k) (we call such numbers F (k)-rough).
Let `(G) := |U|. Then `(G) is F (k)-smooth. It is assumed that (1) `(G) ≤
`(k) and that descr(G) includes `(G); (2) for any string µ it can be decided on
polynomial time, based on (x, descr(G)), whether x represents an element in G.
Finally, it is assumed that the next strong divisible root assumption holds: given
a random G ← Gen(1k ) and y ← G, it is hard to produce such (x, d, e) that
y e = xde and e ≤ `(G). The probability is taken over the coin tosses of Gen and
of the adversary. Note that this assumption is an equivalent but simpler version
of the root assumption from [DF02].
It was shown in [DF02] that G can be chosen as ZZ n for RSA modulus n = pq,
such that gcd(p − 1, q − 1) = 2, p − 1 and q − 1 do not have too many small
factors, and the strong RSA assumption holds. However, when the RSA group
ZZ ∗n is used, one must additionally assume that the arguer does not know the
value ϕ(n). This may achieved, for example, when the verifier creates n and
keeps its factorisation secret.
Commitment scheme. During the setup phase of Damgård-Fujisaki integer
commitment scheme, A and V agree on the group G and on a large integer F (k).

Verifier V chooses a random element h ∈ G (which by the group assumptions
has a F (k)-rough order [DF02] with an overwhelming probability. To make the
order certainly F (k)-rough, one might raise a random element to the power
`(G).) and a random secret key s ∈ ZZ 2B+k . V sets g ← hs . Verifier V sends
the public key K = (g; h) to A and then proves in SZK that g ∈ hhi. Let CCom
denote the commitment space of the used integer commitment scheme (in this
concrete case, CCom = G). When committing to m ∈ ZZ, A chooses a random
r ← ZZ 2B+k and sends CK (m; r) := g m hr to V . To open a commitment c, A
sends to V a triple (m, r, b), such that c = CK (m; r) · b and b`(G) = 1. (For an
explanation of the role of b in the opening phase, see [DF02].) Alternatively, A
can send only (m, r) to V who then verifies that c`(G) = CK (m; r)`(G) . Clearly,
this alternative is equivalent to the Damgård-Fujisaki commitment scheme in
security. (The proof of this is trivial: if c`(G) = CK (m; r)`(G) then V can compute
b as b ← c · CK (m; r)−1 . Clearly, b`(G) = 1 and c = CK (m; r) · b. On the other
hand, given b with b`(G) = 1 and c = CK (m; r) · b, clearly c`(G) = CK (m; r))`(G) .
Integer Tuple Commitment Scheme. We now sketch an extension to the
Damgård-Fujisaki commitment scheme that allows to simultaneously commit
to a tuple of integers. As in the Damgård-Fujisaki commitment scheme, the
arguer and verifier initially agree on a group G, and then verifier creates a
random element h ∈ G. Additionally, the verifier will choose m random elements si ← [0, 2B+k ], where B is a security parameter [DF02], set gi ← hsi
and send the values gi to the verifier. Apart from that, arguer A and verifier V
follow the same initialisation rules as in the Damgård-Fujisaki scheme. A tuple
(µ1 , . . . , µn ) ∈ ZZ n is committed by drawing a random Q
integer ρ ← [0, 2B+k ] and
n
then setting the commitment to CK (µ1 , . . . , µn ; ρ) := ( i=1 giµi ) · hρ . During the
opening phase, A sends the tuple (µ1 , . . . , µn ; ρ) to V , and the verifier checks that
c`(G) = CK (µ1 , . . . , µn ; ρ)`(G) , where `(G) is another security parameter [DF02].
(Equivalently, A can send the tuple (µ1 , . . . , µn ; ρ; b), and the verifier checks that
c = CK (µ1 , . . . , µn ; ρ) · b and that b`(G) = 1.)
It is straightforward to show that the security of the Damgård-Fujisaki integer
commitment scheme and the security of the the sketched extension (that we call
the RDF integer commitment scheme) are equivalent, given that the arguer does
not know the mutual discrete logarithms of elements gi . As a simple corollary,
we can use the RDF integer commitment scheme C to build HVSZK AoK-s of
type AK(· · · ∧ y = CK (µ1 , . . . , µn ; ρ) ∧ . . . ).
The RDF integer commitment scheme can be used to speed up the efficiency
of many argument systems, by enabling one to prove several multiplicative or
additive relations at once [Bra97]. (In contrast, without using the RDF scheme,
a separate protocol must be used for every polynomial relation.)
That is, such
V
combined arguments enable one to argue in parallel that i yi = p(µi1 , . . . , µin )
for polynomially many instances of any polynomial p.
As an example, one can construct an argument for the multiplicative relation
AK(y = CK (µ1 , µ2 , µ1 µ2 ; ρ)), K = (g1 , g2 , g3 ; h), that is approximately 20%
shorter than the argument from [DF02] when using the same security parameters.

Protocol 1 Computationally sound HVSZK argument system for the set of
nonnegative integers.
1. Arguer A represents µ as ω12 +ω22 +ω32 +ω42 , using the algorithm
from Theorem 2. For
P
i ∈ [1, 4], A chooses random r1i ← ZZ 2B+k such that i r1i = ρ; A chooses random
m1i ← ZZ 2k F (k)M 1/2 , r2i ← ZZ 2B+2k F (k) and lets c1i ← CKi (ωi ; r1i ). She
P also
chooses a random r3 ← ZZ 2B+2k F (k)M 1/2 and lets c2 ← CK 0 (m11 , . . . , m14 ; i r2i ),
c3 ← C(c11 ,...,c14 ;h) (m11 , . . . , m14 ; r3 ). Arguer sends (c11 , c12 , c13 , c14 , c2 , c3 ) to V .
2. V generates a random e ← ZZ F (k) and sends
P it to A.
P
3. A computes m2i = m1i + eωi , r4i ← r2i + e r1i , i ∈ [1, 4], and r5 ← r3 + e i (1 −
ωi )r1i . A sendsQ(m21 , m22 , m23 , m24 , r41 , r42 , r43¡Q
, r44 , r5 ) to¢V .
m2i
4
4. V checks that i (CK (m2i ; r4i ) · c−e
· hr5 c−e = c3 .
1i ) = c2 and
i=1 c1i

The argument is based on the idea that y = CK (µ1 , µ2 , µ3 ; ρ) with µ3 = µ1 µ2
iff A knows such a c1 that c1 = CK1 (µ1 ; ρ2 ) and y = CK2 (µ1 , µ2 ; ρ3 ), where
K2 = (g1 , g2 c1 ; h). (This holds except with a negligible probability.)
The RDF integer tuple commitment scheme exhibits the next public-key homomorphicity property, the useQof which makesQmany AoK-s more efficient: if
K = (g1 , . . . , gn ; h) and K 0 = ( i gia1i · hr1 , . . . , i giani · hrn ; h) then
X
X
X
CK 0 (β1 , . . . , βn ; r) = CK (
βi ai1 , . . . ,
βi ain ;
βi ri + r) .
i

B

i

i

Argument System for Non-negativity

Theorem 4. Let C be the RDF integer tuple commitment scheme, let k be the
security parameter and let log2 M = k O(1) . Let K = (g; h) be the public key. ProP4
tocol 1 is a perfectly complete AoK for AK(c = CK ( i=1 ωi2 ; ρ)), or equivalently,
for AK(c = CK (µ) ∧ µ ≥ 0). If µ ≤ M then Protocol 1 is HVSZK.
¢
P
V¡
Proof. Proof idea: show that y = CK ( νi ) ∧
ci = CK (ωi ) ∧ νi = ωi2 , where
all four AoK-s ci = CK (ωi ) ∧ νi = ωi2 are done in parallel.
Q4
Q4
Completeness. c−e · i=1 CK (m2i ; r4i ) = i=1 (CK (m1i + eωi ; r2i + er1i ) ·
Q4
Q
Q
r5 −e
2i
1i
C
)) = i=1PCK (m1i ; r2i ) = c2 P
and i cm
= i cm
1i · hQ c
1i ·
QK (−eωi ; −er1ieω
m
r
+e
(1−ω
)r
2
r
1i
i 1i
i
i
·h 3
· CK (−e i ωi ; −eρ) = i c1i · h 3 = c3 .
i (CK (ωi ; r1i ))
HVSZK. The simulator acts as follows. For i ∈ [1, 4], generate c̃1i ← CCom ,
m̃2i ← ZZ 2F (k)M . For i ∈ [1, 4], generate r̃4i ← ZZ 2B+2k F (k) . Generate ẽ ←
Q4
Q m̃2i
ZZ F (k) , r̃5 ← ZZ 2B+2k F (k)M . Let c̃2 ← i=1 CK (m̃2i ; r̃4i )c̃−ẽ
1i . Let c˜3 ←
i c̃1i ·
hr̃5 c−ẽ . The resulting view ((c̃1i )i , c̃2 , c̃3 ; ẽ; (m̃2i )i , (r̃4i )i , r̃5 ) is accepting and has
a distribution, statistically close to the distribution of views in a real execution.
To prove that this protocol is specially sound, we must show
that from two accepting views, ((c1 )i , c2 , c3 ; e; (m2i )i , (r4i )i , r5 ) and
0
)i , r50 ) with e 6= e0 , one can efficiently find a
((c1i )i , c2 , c3 ; e0 ; (m02i )i , (r4i

P
tuple ((ωi )i , ρ), such that c = CK ( ωi2 ; ρ)). This can be proven as folQ4
Q4
e−e0
0
0
lows. Given such views,
and
i=1 CK (m2i − m2i ; r4i − r4i ) =
i=1 c1i
Q (m2i −m02i ) r5 −r0
0
e−e
0
5 = c
·h
. Assuming K = (c11 , . . . , c14 ; h), this is equivalent
i c1i
0
to CK 0 (m21 − m021 , . . . , m24 − m024 ; r5 − r50 ) = ce−e . By the generalisation of
Lemma 1 from [DF02] and by |e − e0 | ∈ ZZ F (k) , there exists a verifier V ∗ who
together with the arguer A can break the strong divisible root problem with a
high probability.
u
t
Non-interactive version of this argument system is ((c1i )i ; e
mod k; (m2i , r4i )4i=1 , r5 ),
where
the Q verifier
checks
that
e
≡
m2i
4
−e
H(c11 , . . . , c14 , (CK (m2i ; r2i )c−e
· hr5 ) (mod 2k ).
The
1i )i=1 , c
i c1i
length of non-interactive argument system is 4|CCom | + k + 4(B +
=
3k + 2 log2 F (k) + 21 log2 M ) + B + 2k + log2 F (k) + 21 log2 M
4096 + 80 + 4 · (1024 + 240 + 160) + 1024 + 160 + 80 + 52 log2 M = 11136 + 52 log2 M
5
bits or 1392 + 16
log2 M bytes.
One can parallelise this argument system even more. Namely, to prove
that
Q y = CK (µ; ρ), it suffices to 2prove that2 ci = CK (ωi ; r1i ) and y =
( (ci )ωi ) (gi ) hr10 , where r10 ← ρ − r11
− · · · − r14 .

